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in the distinguishing aspects ofEA practice. Respondents cited examples of
subcontractors who lacked rudimenta"
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Instead of finding ways to adequately fund what
EAPs do - or propose to do - the field has ceded
leadership to the invisible hand of market forces,
in effect, becoming its own worst enemy.

Our Debt Management Plan
may help your client by:

..
.
.

that the current pricing scene is filled
with sometimes amazing examples of
bids so low that under-service and
under-promotion is practically guaranteed. The data also indicates that
national vendors are, reportedly, exeriencing this ethical problem at a
requency than local vendors.
aps intense competition for
increased market share (for example,
making up loss by gaining volume)
and slim profits or operating losses
ainong many EA firms has contributed to a climate where the field is vulnerable to ethical breaches in pricing
practices. Several respondents mentioned experiences of bidding strategies that could probably be termed
"predatory." Unlike the general healthcare industry, EA vendors have not
been successfulin negotiating substantive increasesin their rates over the past

Reducing monthly payments

several years.

Reducing interest rates

Price competition among the big
firms and fighting for dominance in
the national market, is fierce. Local
and regional players attempt to justify why their bid is higher or else scrap
for market share by competing with
the nationals on price.
Instead of finding ways to adequately fund what EAPs do
or propose to do - the field has ceded leadership to the invisible hand of market
forces, in effect, becoming its own
worst enemy. Despite the acrimonious
nature that frequently exists in the
competitive bidding process, the field
needs to find ways to converge mutual interests so that funding structures
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Given the perception
by local and national
vendors that ethical
problems related to
EAP pricing
and
models of service delivery are increasing,
it is counterintuitive
to believe that the
quality of EA services
is improving.

service delivery are increasing,
bined with an extended period
.
it is counterintUitive to be Ieve that t
ofEA services is improving.
e more
li
is that EAPs could progress
deteriorate in the midst of
these pricing wars and centralization
of service models. Despite the fact that
EA administrators, account managers
and sales staff are quick to pledge their
heart and soul to quality goals and
services, the quality gap may be alive
and well.
While the recent short-term
growth of the EA field has been fueled, in part, by low-ball bids, marketing prowess and even ethically
questionable marketing practices,
the long-term health of the field can
only be founded upon a commitment to sustained service quality
and a high level of ethical conduct
in both our clinical and business
practices.
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Given the perception by local and
national vendors that ethical problems
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